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Students dance the night away in style asc Elections
B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N
Crescent Staff

The 2014-2015 ASC Central
Committee elections are under
w a y.
The Executive Vice President
of ASC Michal Nakashimada

chairs the voting committee. "I

have been praying that God will
raise up leaders, not from ASC
alone, but leaders who can rep
resent student body well and
love Jesus."

According to Nakashimada
the applications for central po
sitions were made available on

Feb.,17.

The applications were
posted online and petitions
with 200 signatures from their
peers before 5 p.m. on Feb. 28.
See OFFICERS | page 8
spirit aru

Jancing oasis for students at the
Photo by JAKE VANIER | George Fox University

By ANNA BRAMSON

In total, almost $3000 in ticket

Crescent Staff

sales were made from the dance

George Fox students spent
the evening of Feb. 28 rocking
out to music and sipping on
Red Bull untill 1 a.m. on the

Portland Spirit and Sternwheeler where the Sadie Hawkins

Dance was held, sponsored by
ASC.

Almost 700 students attend

ed the dance according to ASC
P r e s i d e n t J u s t i n Va n i e r.

This was a dream we had

since the beginning of this year
so we planned It early on and
made It a priority] As far as I
k n o w th i s i s Fo x 's fi r st d a n ce o n

a boat," said Dance Coordinator
Sarah MacKenzie.

This year the tickets were
sold for $5 to GFU students
and $20 for non-GFU students.

according to MacKenzie.
She was shocked that 450

tickets sold out in four days.
Tickets became limited very
quickly, which wouldn't allow
all George Fox students who
were interested in i spot on
the boat. This became a rising

best option to include more stu
dents while working to make
the two boat experiences as
similar and equal as possible,"
Mackenzie said.
"Once check in was taken
care .of students seemed to

have a good time," said Vice

issue, to the extent that the ASC

President Michal Nakashimada.
The Sternwheeler was docked
on the other side of the river

Communications Director David

when people began to arrive

Shin, sent out a campus wide
survey to find out exactly how

Each boat had to load and
unload students from the same

h a d d i f f e r e n t t h e m e s . O n e fl o o r

on each boat was designated
for swing dancing and the other
floor had a DJ playing pop-hits
for a typical dance party. Ac
cording to MacKenzie, "The two
dance floor options for people
wheeler was phenomenal and
kept the dance popping"
"1 hope people talce away
a special mervrorable eveyvlug
cruising aiong the Wiiiamette,
dancing with friends and then

dock. In order to manage the
large number .of people, the

they can think back on and be
like we danced on a yacht! If

the dance.
The ASC team chose to rent

Sternwheeler left 30 minutes
late and came back earlier than

the dance Is a success and the

another yacht, the Sternwheeler, giving double the number of
tickets originally available.
"We thought of this as the

the Portland Spirit. That was the
only hiccup for the night ac
cording to Nakashimada.

Crescent Staff

The newly remodeled Bruin
Bites Cafe opened on Feb. 10
after multiple pushbacks due to
snowstorms.

Planning for the new reno
vation began six months ago,
after a marketing class observed
the Bruin Den, and made rec
ommendations about how the

to further serve the needs of

the campus by providing an ad
ditional cafe for students, staff,
faculty and guests," said Law
r e n c e .

The differences between the
two services can be seen in their
food menu. The Bruin Den uses

the grill and deep fry to cook
hamburgers, sandwiches and
fries; while Bruin Bites offers a

cream, and a variety of bottled
beverages.
"Our vision was to provide a
new cafe featuring more healthy
and freshly prepared choices so
we've added several new salad

and sandwiches options along
with a wide variety of organic
and gluten-free options," said
Lawrence.

During this process, the ideal

b e t t e r.

Based on the results, General

Manager of Bon Appetit Denny
Lawrence brought these rec
ommendations to the Univer

sity, and soon after construction
started in January.
"The University was aware
something had to happen

said MacKenzie.

Association and its student

and hosted the students at their

home. The George Fox Alumni

the University, Bon Appetit,
Plant Services, and Bargreen Ellingson Foodservices Supply
and Design.
Bargreen Ellingson sup
plied equipment and helped
with some of the layout design.
Bon Appetit provided input and

connected the students and

provided the conversation start
ers. This year, the event was
held Feb. 19 and Feb. 20.

Taylor Ellis, the president of
Bruin Heritage, helped orga
nize the event last year. She is
impressed with the amount of
interest thi^ year from alumni
after last year's low interest rate.
"[Last yearj, students had to
be turned away,"she said.
advice, and Plant Services dealt
To improve the amount of
with the majority of construc interest this year, Ellis and the
tion.

Alumni Association announced

The University named the the event on the Alumni Facefacility, and the art department book page.
made and designed the mural
Ellis also increased the ad
by the entrance. The over-all vertising effort toward students.
cost for the project was roughly Bruin Heritage promoted the
$60,000 and both Bon Appetit opportunity on campus with
and the University shared the posters, postcards in students'
cost equally.
mailboxes, and a sign-up table
outside the Bruin Den.

learning process.
an alumnus who shares their
"It's going to take us a while," career interests. This year, there
said McShane. "We're down

Bruin Bites is located in the

were five hosts who opened

there looking at what things we their homes to the George Fox
w a n t t o e l i m i n a t e . We n e e d t o students. The hosts included

place done and open by the

time students returned from
winter break, but because of the
snowstorms In the East Coast

The Bruin Bites also offers quick hot sandwiches, salads and soup.
Photo by KELLY TOMS | The Crescent

to provide more options for

pressure off the Bruin Den.
"Our goal for Bruin Bites is

The dinners were orga
nized with one alumni matched

Her aim was to connect
McShane described, but it's a around eight students with

Executive Dining Room, which
was once used for meetings.
The plan was to have the

lines as well as relieve some

about the future in a relaxed
environment

with a group of students. The
alumnus provided the meal

The first couple days of

grown the facilities," said Opera
tions Manager Jane McShane.

with flex points. The University
wanted to eliminate the long

opoortunlhj to Interact >NltV\
George Pox a)umn) and tafk

opening were decent as

because we definitely have out

students, especially for those

The annual Dinner for tight
event provided students the

organization. Bruin Heritage,

Den could serve the University

they were held back.
The purpose for the added
structure is to serve the George
Fox community better and

Crescent Staff

ASC activities planning team of
next year thinks It will benefit
the student body then it will
become a reoccurring event,"

Bruin Bites: New grab and go food spot
By JESSIC A R IVERA

By JULIA HOWELL

was a hit. The DJ on the Stern

many students still didn't have
tickets and still wanted to go to

T h e t w o fl o o r s o n t h e b o a t s

Alumni host
dinner

healthy alternative of grab and
go snacks.
The new cafe provides premade sandwiches, flat breads,
some specialty salads, ice

would have been to combine
both, but there is a firewall that

stands in the way.

The construction and layout
was a combined effort between

get creative and see what our
other options are. We want to
bring things that you want to
spend your money on to utilize
your flex points."
So far the most popular item
has been the Stumptown Cold

a pastor, a current George Fox
employee, and an alumnus in

B r e w C o ff e e w i t h m i l k .

d i n n e r.

t h e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s fi e l d .

The cost for students was

$2, and those who signed up

also received a $5 gift card to a
coffee shop, as well as the free

Bruin Bites will be open from
Alumni who agreed to host
10 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and student students paid entirely for the
feedback is welcome.
dinner. Following the event, the

students each sent thank-you
cards to their host.
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New yearbook staff gets creative
By IZZY ANDERSON
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

"The Student Collective"

staff—Megan Clark, Ben Holtrop,
Lauren Parker, Matthew Taylor,
Joey Bareither, Lehman Pekkola,
and Sarah Harrison—joined to
gether to give the yearbook a
new look.

The goal is to put in as much
of George Fox life and culture
as can fit in the book, but they
want to focus on details of what

makes the university unique and
represent the student body well.
Since being established, the
yearbook has been called "L'ami"
("friend" in French). But with the

revamping this year, the team
chose a new name to go along
with the new look.
"The Student Collective" was

meant to be simplistic, and not
quite as scattered as yearbooks
often end up being.
"This year we're aiming to
include less 'busy' content, and
focus more on aspects of the
University and student body at
large,"said Clark.
In designing the yearbook,
there are many things the team
has to think about. Each person
on staff contributes design and
photography skills to make the
yearbook complete.
While working on the design,
however, the team is working to
incorporate every aspect of Fox,
as opposed to solely student ac
tivities.

hopes to gain by making these
changes: an accurate portrayal
of what Is happening in our

used as a conduit of God's own

The team hopes to create
a story that each student feels
they are involved In. Instead of
going with the typical ID photos,
"The Student Collective" set up
a booth in the Bruin Den where

T-

t .h e

.

l i cfa ev s g u a rs ednthe
s
ior

lifeguardswwere
e
r e a d y, s t cufdu eH no ,t s

_

ordering more, say
Madison Tarpley, ytce

By IZZY ANDERSON
Crescent Staff

jumped into the lake

In pairs, and swim

president of activities

The annual Polar Bear Swim
was held at Camp Tillkum. Stu
dents showed up on Feb. 21 to

and programs and
co-planner of the

and receive a free sweatshirt.

Polar
Bear Swim

willingly jump into a cold lake

Designed with a polar bear on

ming and/or jogging

about fifty feet to the
next lifeguard. The water
was not more than two
feet deep, but to receive
the sweatshirt at the

the frorvt, the blue crewneck
sweatshirts were the reward
for swimming in a cold lake at

end, each person

Stu
dents

had to dunk com

pletely under the

night.

The temperature outside
was around 40 degrees, making

water.

Jonathan Arias, a native

a sweatshirt an even better
reward than a "bro tank." One

Arizonlan, claims, "Thats the
coldest water I have ever been
In! But definitely worth It for the

hundred sweatshirts were

ordered in preparation
for the night,

sweatshirts."

Though Arias felt it was
worth it, many other students
went just to watch.

not

furthered In faith, even some

thing like a yearbook, can be

t i t l e d i f fi c u l t , w e d e c i d e d t h a t
a new name was in order," said
Clark, a collaborator.

X

"I firmly believe that some b u t w a s
thing inspired out of love and enough.

chosen to reflect what the team

community.
"Coinciding with the fact that
this year's edition will be com
pletely renovated and reformat
ted, as well as that some found
the pronunciation of the former

2014 Polar Bear Swim

^\j

The staff is working tirelessly
Around
to put together the yearbook one hundred and sixty
while also building relationships people showed up at the Polar,
t h a t w i l l b e r e fl e c t e d i n " T h e Bear Swim, making the sweat

into
Tllikum.

".We took orders for
cent are also taking part In the eryone that didn't get one
are
yearbook writing. The newspa a n d
per staff has been asked to write
about football, local shops in
Newberg, the coffee culture sur
rounding Fox, and other general

event.

.

S'mores were provided at a
small bonfire in the parking lot.

awaiting '
the plunge

shirt order short.

events students are involved in
and want to see more of.

successful

up along
a rocky shore,

heart," Clark said.

Student Collective."
A few members of The Cres

The general consensus was
that the Polar Bear Swim was a

lined

Lake
Wheo

Students took a dive In the frigid waters at camp Tilikum

Photo by ASC GRAPHIC DESIGNER [ George Fox University

Earn your MBA on campus

Copies will be available for
pick-up around finals week.

or online from Azusa Pacific,

students could have their photos
taken for the yearbook.
For the latter half of the

book, there will be a compilation
of student names. The design Is

Same location, different name
\

M B A

3B units

MASTER OF BUSINESS

12—36 months

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

Maximize your career potential and leadership ability
with a traditional business degree that focuses
on strategy and finance, as well as analytical and

relational skills. Professors are industry experts
who emphasize ethical conduct and experiencebased learning. Six optional concentrations are also

available in the on-campus program.

OTHER PROGRAM OPTIONS

The wall outside the student coffee shop no longer says "Bruin Grounds
B y K AT H E R I N E VA N L A N D I N G H A M

Students can now accurately refer to the Bruin

Grounds as the Foxhole as the University has official
ly declared a name change, again.

It was just last school year that what was typi
cally known as the Foxhole, a small espresso bar
located in the basement of the Student Union build
ing, was renamed the Bruin Grounds.

This change, though undesired by approximate
ly 70 percent of the student population, began to
cause much confusion with this year's opening of
Bruin Bites facility.

MLOS

MASTER OF ARTS

MASTER OF ARTS
IN LEADERSHIP AND

IN MANAGEMENT

Photo by JESSICA STANTON | The Crescent
Crescent Staff

M A M
The Foxhole serves

ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES

c o ff e e . m i l k s h a k e s ,
Italian sodas, and other
beverages.

39 units

It is open every night 7

33 units

12—30 months

p.m. to 10 p.m., except Sat
urdays when special events

20 months

occur. Students with ideas

about how to enhance the
Foxhole, or who want to

Now enroUing. Apply today at 4^

book the space for special

events are encouraged to
contact ASC.

apu.edu/go/businessleadership/

In keeping the title of the Bruin Grounds, Student

Gtxi First Since J899

Body President Justin Vanier foresaw potential prob
lems.

Busm
l # /Ad InquOffice
ries (5(503)
03) 5554.301
54-30171

"That would be the third Bruin named establish

ment in the building (Bruins Den, Bruin Bites, and
Bruin Grounds)," said Vanier."That is confusing."
Since the name change, business at the Foxhole

has reached an all-time high.

Besides the name, no other extreme changes
have been made to the Foxhole facility and the
purpose of the establishment remains the same.

"The goal is to provide a space where students
can gather, enjoy a coffee drink or milkshake late at

night, and provide a place for students to belong."
said Vanier."This place should be a positive highlight
to our campus."
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Women^s Lacrosse play first game
B y R YA N L A C K E Y
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

The George Fox women's
lacrosse team hosted Alma

Throughout

College at the Austin Sports
Complex Feb. 25 for the pro

the rest of
t h e fi r s t h a l f

gram's inaugural game, losing

the two sides

9-8.

After an extended buildup
lasting several years - the es
tablishment of the program,

traded goals
at a steady
pace.
Bruin

the location of a head coach,
recruitment - and a protracted
preseason consisting of two ab
breviated tournament play-ins,
the game against Alma marked
the origin of a progression at
George Fox into the future.
fans and spectators, mostly
students and faculty, packed

keeper
Kaylee Kolin

the steel bleachers and buzzed

roar through

around tables offering free food

out

and refreshments. Rock music

home crowd,

rang from speakers, posters
decorated the field's perim
eter, and blue-and-gold bal
loons waved in allegiance as the

which stayed
engaged
throughout
the game.
Bruins swung

Bruins, in shock-white uniforms,

made several
instinctive
reactionsaves, one on

a point-blank
penalty shot
which sent a
the

warmed up. Immediately before
the opening faceoff, just as the
sun began to set, the national

the

anthem rang to fans at atten

eter offense
and
held

tion and eager players.
"It's very cool to see how
we're growing," said ASC Presi

dent Justin Vanier. "I'm genuine
ly excited to see such support."

Midfielder Mikaela Easterlin,
who would give Alma trouble
all night with an emphatic work
rate playing box-to-box, ran the
faceoff for George Fox. Loose

balls and consistent stoppage
characterized the beginning of
the thirty-minute first half.
Penalties and fouls were

heavy, and the officials called a
very tight game—"too rigid," ac
cording to one fan.

Early on, the Bruins had dif
ficulty maintaining defensive
coherence and failed to collapse
around the goal when faced
with a driving Alma attacker.
Emily Zadny opened the scoring
on a long, twisting run, slipping
by the Bruin defense and slot
ting home a low shot.
The Bruins, though, would
quickly tie the game—Christine

Doherty scored the first goal

In Bruins history, picking up a
loose ball after Alexa Nakashi-

mada's shot from penalty stop
page was parried by the Alma
keeper.

ball

around

in

their perim

possession

well, though
the
stolid
Alma defense

shots and Bruins open their season under the sunset

Phoco by JOEL RURIK | The Crescent

keeper Stepha
nie

Herman

cleaned up many chances.
Alma junior Tracy Gallihugh
made several runs; one particu
lar run saw her flash though a
whisper of a crease between
two Bruins and score a goal.
Making the most of several

loose bail opportunities in front

of the goal, Alma took a 6-4
lead just before the half.
"It's a fun game," said Presi
dent Robin Baker at halftime.

"I'm glad we have another op
portunity for a spring sport for
women, and I'm excited."

"Penalties are drawing out
the game," remarked former la
crosse player Tyler Schreiber.
"It takes both teams out of

rhythm."
Other fans, while happy and
excited for the game, expressed
confusion as to the sport's intric a t e Tu l e s a n d f o u l s .
"We have no idea what's

going on," said one fan.
The Bruins scored two quick
goals to open the second half,
which saw the temperature
drop and conditions grow chilly.
Rachel Gibbs displayed her
athleticism, pirouetting inside

and dumping the baW to taster))n, who finished the impressive

play. Gibbs would take the next
opportunity herself, sneaking in
the tying goal on a penalty.
As the game approached Its
end, both teams traded goals as
scoring stagnated.
Jessica Adrian tied the game
again at eight for the Bruins,
snatching a loose faceoff and
dashing the length of the field
and rocketing home the shot.
Alma seized the lead again
with five minutes to play, but
Nakashimada scored with just
1:21 to tie the game at nine u n t i l t h e o f fi c i a l s w a v e d t h e

goal off for an infraction un
disclosed to the fans. Nakashi

mada had another goal nullified
earlier in the second half.

Despite catcalls and boos
from the stands, the score stood
at 9-8 in favor of Alma. Spirits
were still high, though, follow
ing the game.
"I am extremely happy
with how the girls came out
and played today," said Head
Coach Natalie Harrington. "They
played with so much heart and
it truly showed on the field. I
predict a very successful season.
We are a young team, but the
chemistry that our Bruins have
is truly unreal."
Bruin players, too, seemed
undaunted by the loss.
"There's so much potential,"
said defender Megan Westby,
whose rugged and physical play
anchored the Bruin back line.

Indoor track nationals
By lesstca RWera
fvetd meet., ?\a set a -nevg

Crescent Staft

TVve
track

and

mevJs
fi e l d

team

outdoor

season has not started yet,

but personal and national
records are being set in
i n d o o r t r a c k a n d fi e l d a s t h e

overall and beat the previous
record of8:40.68 set by Steve

team prepares for the NCAA

W H I m e r.

Division III Indoor National

Championships on March
14-15.

I n t h e fi r s t m e e t a t t h e

Jackson Open and Multi-

to break a record, but was

won eight events including

pulled into running a great
race by Isaac Kangon, from
Anchorage, Alaska. I was
very excited for what a good
race we pushed each other
to, so when Randy told me

Wit! Lawrence's win in the
800-meter run with a time

of 1:54.35. Charity Arn set a
new University record in the
women's pentathlon with
3,407 points. •
At the Ed Jacoby Invita
tional, Arn returned to beat
her past pentathlon record

I was the new school record

holder it was icing on the
cake. It's an honor to hold

with a fresh score of 3,547

the record here at George
Fox University."

points, setting a new George
Fox record and marking the

school record for the men's

seventh best score in D-lll

800-meter run at the Wash

history.

ington State University
Indoor Track and Field Open

Arn also received honor
able mention for the Nation
al Women's Athlete of the

Lawrence broke his own

II on Feb. 22. He finished the

run with a time of 1:53.98,

Week Award by the United

surpassing his previous

States Track and Field and

record of 1:54.35.

Cross Country Coaches As

"It

came

as

kind

of

a

sociation.

shock when my coach first

"Although I always have
goals coming into meets,
this one really was about
having fun and doing what
we have prepared to do," said
Arn. "It is just cool to see that
preparation pay off in the

told me I broke the indoor

"Our team is full of sharp talent.

numbers."

We shouldn't be underestimat
ed."

team entered Cody Thomp
son, Ezekiel Smith, Joseph

On Feb. 14, the men's

record," said Lawrence. "In all

honesty I was just happy to
run a good race. At the same
t i m e , h o w e v e r, t h e o u t d o o r

800 meter record by Todd
Bos Is a 1:50.00, so I still have

a lot of work to do if I want to
break that one."

For the women, Emily

Painter ran the 3,000-meter

Pia and Will Lawrence in
the men's indoor distance

run with a time of 10:44.22,
which placed her second

medley in the Husky Classic.

on the Bruin charts. Rachel

The Bruins finished fifth out

Kraske ran an 8.04 in the 60-

of the seven teams with a
time of 10:13.59 and ran the
14th best time in the NCAA
D-lll season.

fi n i s h e d t h e 8 0 0 - m e t e r r u n .
with a time of 2:24.33.
Maria Green, Arn and

At the University of Wash
Photo by TREVOR LEVANEN | Guest Contributor

Kody Tarbell also ran with
a time of 8:57.14 followed by
Kyle Dreibelbis in 8:58.61.
"It feels very satisfying,"
said Pia. "I wasn't shooting

Event on Dec. 3, the Bruins

ington Indoor Open track

Cassie Pauley carries the ball

3,000-meter run with a time
of8:38.23.
He
fi n i s h e d
second

meter dash and Katie Dyk

Lawrence all qualified for
the Indoor Nationals held in
Lincoln, Nebraska.
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Where in the world is Amherley Vincent?

Amberly Vincent sets off on an II month long advenf
Photo courtesy WOl

m i s s i o n s w a s d e a r.

By SARAH BRASE

"I thought [God's] plan

Crescent Staff

The thrill of adventure Is

often enough to encourage
most to travel overseas. It is

commonly said that once one

returns from an enjoyable trip
abroad they come home with

the infectious "travel bug"— an
avid desire to continue travel

ing.

When senior Amberley

V i n c e n t fi r s t h e a r d a b o u t t h e

opportunity to join the World
R a c e , a n 11 - m o n t h m i s s i o n s

e x p e d i t i o n t o 11 d i f f e r e n t
countries, she knew this kind
of commitment needed to be
rooted In more than a bite from

this "bug," but rather a sense of
calling and purpose to "go."
After two trips to Kenya, be
ginning her junior year in high
school, Vincent felt her call to

IRACE.ORG I Guest Contributor

was for me to be in Africa. &ut

the more I thought about It,
the more I felt He was saying,
'No, you should explore other
places/"she said
Vincent is now a committed

Graphic by LEAH ABRAHAM [ The Crescent

a "challenging adventure for
young adults (ages 21-35) to

abandon worldly possessions
and a traditional lifestyle in ex

change for an understanding

that it's not about you; it's about
the Kingdom."
With

their

mission

to

reach

Racer preparing for her \auncV\

"the \east, of these',' some proj

in July, which begins with a
week of training In Georgia.
Eighty travelers will join
Vincent on her route, beginning
in Albania, then continuing on
to Turkey, Bulgaria, Romania,
South Africa, Swaziland, Bo
tswana, India, Nepal, China, and
ending the eleventh month
In Mongolia. The groups are

ects may include teaching
classes, building, visiting or
phanages, participating In bar
ministry, and befriending girls
Involved in prostitution. Vincent

says she. Is "excited for the chal
lenge to learn how to be flexible
and adaptable and deal with

All racers must be fully funded

or less (which Includes a tent,

upon reaching the halfway

general backpacking necessi*

"I've been overwhelmed

light load allows her to focus
on why this journey is so signifi

mark of the trip.

with the amount of support
I've received," she said. Vincent
sent support letters, sold T-

"When we step out of our
comfort zones we can learn

has asV.ed oXhexs Xq joNu \t\ \\\a

so

11 nl 1 campaign— donating
11 dollars for 11 months to raise
m o n e y.

"I want the GFU community
to know they are totally invited
to be a part of this adventure
with me by asking questions
and reading my blog. But what

hard emotions... and talk about

will never fail to be the most

supportive thing would be
prayer. It's so powerful and my

c o u n t r y.

According to its website,
the World Race mission trip Is

fi n a n c i a l d e a d l i n e s m u s t b e
met before Vincent's launch.

eight, with whom she will travel
to specific cities within each

cant.

shirts, created a coin drive, and

Jesus and love people."
Vincent has been working
to raise the necessary funds for
her eleven-month journey - a
grand total of $16,285. Several

divided into smaller teams of

ties, and two outfits), Vincent's

team and I are definitely going
to need it," she said.
Traveling with nothing more
than a 65-liter backpack and a

much

^houX

ouxseWes

av\d

about God. \ would challenge
people to take that step and see
what happens," she said.
"I can think of a whole list of

people who would be better at
this than I would; yet God keeps

pushing me towards it, giving

me experiences and relation
ships that show me that this is

the next thing He has planned
for me."

To follow Amberley's Race
and provide support visit her

day pack weighing 50 pounds

blog at: http://amberlyvincent.
theworldrace.org/ or email her
at avincentl O@georgefox.edu.

Professor Clella Jaffa retires after 19 years
B y H E AT H E R D E R O S A
Crescent Staff

For most college students, only
a handful of professors throughout
their time as students change the
way they see the world. Those who
have had Clella Jaffe as a professor
k n o w t h i s fi r s t h a n d .

As spring semester begins to
draw to a close, so does Jaffe's teach

ing career. After teaching at the uni
versity since 1995, Jaffe has decided
to retire.

In her 19-year career, Jaffe has
taught Introduction to Communi
cation, Nonverbal Communication,
Gender Communication Across Cul

tures, Argumentation and Debate,
and Interpersonal Communication.
"My favorite memories are when
a student says, 'I will never look at

and the Influence each Individually,
and collectively has had on my per
ceptions," Stanton said.
Since Jaffe's career as department
cations department has cultivated

ideas on what is next for the pro

department to her leadership as de

grams and for students.

"We have lots of plans for staying
current and developing programs
that are meaningful and helping
students In terms of careers," Jaffe

said. "We want to create really good
programs in organizational com

munication and journalism to get a
real focus so the journalism students
can feel the real focus of the depart
ment."

Professor Sarah Gibson has

the news again in the same way
because I took this class/" said Jaffe.
"Or just last week someone said, 'I
just don't see gender the same. I see
the world differently because of the

"In my five years at GFU, Clella

Senior Jessica Stanton is one of

rhany students impacted by Jaffe's
teaching.
"Clella Inspired me to look at
myself, the people next to me in

class, the media, society, men,
women, transgender, pop-culture

ate school and had little teaching
experience. Clella took me under her
wing and guided me."
Gibson credits Jaffe's success in
the growth of the communication

chair at the University is coming to
a close, she says that the communi

taught under Jaffe for the last several

gender class.'"

growth as a faculty member. When I
came to Fox I was fresh out of gradu

partment chair, as well as her ability
to listen and support her colleagues.

"When I became chair in 2003,

I said. 'Okay, let's think of a five-year
plan, a 10-year plan, a 20-year plan,'
knowing I wouldn't be here for the

20-year plan," Jaffe said. "But to also

think about the way that culture is

going and technology is develop

ing, and to think about how to be a

Christian in this kind of culture, how

to think Christianly, how to behave
Christianly, and how to communi

years.

cate right."

has overseen growth in the com
munication department. She helped
revitalize the journalism major and
make crucial changes that integrated

she says that traveling, research, and

new media Into the curriculum," said

Gibson. "Those changes have helped
us realign what was once dying into
a growing major that is in touch with

the industry."
"I will also miss her mentorship.

She has played a huge part In my

As for Jaffe's retirement plans,

spending time with her husband
Jack will be her priorities

Gibson sums it up best, "This is
a huge change for our department

We are losing a part of our history

wisdom and guidance. We are at a
crucial point. There is apprehension
but also an opportunity. We have ari
opportunity to take the legacy Clella
is leaving and carry it forward"

Clella jatle retires
Photo

years

student COLLECTIVE
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A R T S & C U LT U R E
Film students hit jackpot
an approved list).

By IZZY ANDERSON
Crescent Staff

Students also must be ma

This January, students
Nick Shaw and Megan Clark
received

heritage club
^ORD
Graphic JULIA HOWELL | The Crescent

LHC gathers lyrical storytellers
By JESSICA RIVERA
Crescent Staff

The Spoken Word event,

hosted by the Latino Heritage

Club (LHC) had Its humble be
ginnings in the dark corners

of the Fox Hole. However, the
word spread quickly, and inter

est from performers and fans

with the hope our generation
can bring.

"I believe we all have a
voice to be heard, and I wanted

to share mine and be part of
something powerful," said Bram

bila. "My favorite thing about
Spoken Word is getting to hear
the diverse perspectives of fife

President Julio Bautista.

"I believe it is easy to forget

about current issues while we

are in college," Bautista said.
"Issues such as racism, sexism,
domestic abuses, etc., still affect
us today and I think we should

never forget that. I think more

in a variety of ways."

importantly, I would like to

are currently being faced by opr

Hoover 105 lecture hall was

Special guest and GFU
alumni Kaa'Mona A'de Roland-

completely packed.

Browne, closed the night with

stage, and spat rhymes and

mitochondria of Eve, a piece
from her graduate school thesis.
The night was heavy and
emotional by many accounts.
The performers spoke openly
about hope, love, social injus
tice, sexual abuse, the plight

skyrocketed.

For their Feb. 13 event, the
Performers took center

shared stories. Hoots and

hollers kept the words flowing.
Shouts of affirmations calmed
nerves and shaking knees.

Out of the fifteen performers
who stepped up to the stage,
freshman Matthew DeBiaso

opened up the night with a rap

share that these issues have or

a powerful performance on the

of being a woman, and what it
means to follow Jesus. These

a b o u t t h e d i ff e r e n c e b e t w e e n
Christian and secular music.

stories not only redefined vul
nerability and challenged the

Freshman Sierra Brambila

a u d i e n c e , b u t a l s o r e fl e c t e d t h e

performed a poem she titled,
"Doesn't Make Sense," in which
she listed off life situations that

people question, but concluded

inner

turmoil

and

the

abound

ing beauty of being human.
"The message I want to
get across is -reality," said LHC

brothers and sisters."

During the show, LHC Vice

President Nancy Vazquez said, "I
hope you can feel the energy in
this room. It keeps me going for
the rest of the week."

Bautista added, "I am always
left In awe with each spoken
word event and this one didn't

fail to do so. It's fascinating to
see fellow colleagues risk a part
of their identity and be vulner
able in front of a huge audience.
It takes a lot of courage, but
for the audience to listen and

embrace the presenter, who is
pouring his or her heart out, is
impressive."

some

joring in film and/or video,

sound/audio production,

photography, visual effects,

excellent

news: they had each won

or multimedia and must be an

$2,000 from a film scholar

Oregon resident.

ilie scholarship applica

ship, splitting the top prize.

tion process is quite strenu

The objective of the Oregon

Media Production Association
(OMPA) Media Arts Education

ous; students must submit

scholarship is "to encourage
excellence and creativity in

statement of artistic intent, a
signed letter of recommenda
tion, and a portfolio submis

a cover letter of 1-2 pages, a

Oregon's media production

industry by providing finan

sion.

panding their education and/

sent the best work In the sub

The portfolio must repre

cial assistance to those ex

mitter's field of interest, and
must not run longer than five

or careers in *a media-related
fi e l d . "

The scholarship Is unique
in that it doesn't give money

minutes. Shaw submitted se

ships, but for any academic

lected scenes from a film he
had directed last term.
A few weeks after submit

purpose. Reasons like this

ting, Shaw found out he was

out specifically for scholar

decide what he would use his

a finalist Shaw, who expect
ed nothing more than $500

money for.

prize, was shocked to learn

are what helped Nick Shaw

"There was some equip
ment that I had really been
wanting based on the style of

that he and classmate Clark

had tied for top prize.
A judge approached

them after the awarding to

shooting I like to do, but the
department is kind of under

comment on the excellent

funded so we're lacking in the
more specialized professional
equipment," he explained.

quality of their submissions.
Shaw was surprised but
happy to hear what the

mation in his application for

judges had to say, "because
I feel like I struggle to break

Shaw included this infor

the scholarship. Writing about
how he wanted to use pos

o u t o f t h e ' s t u d e n t fi l m '

quality."
sible equipment for himself
So far, Shaw has spent
and his classmates, he chose his money on a new lens for
to apply in December after a his camera as well as a pro
professor Informed him that fessional grade camera rig,
not many people had applied. w h i c h h e a n d h i s t e a m a r e
The prizes for this scholar
plarvnlng on using to shoot a
ship range from $SOO-$l,SOhi pretty large project this term.
and are available for any OarV. Is hoping to purchase a
undergraduate or graduate

new camera In the future.

student who is enrolled in an

institution in Oregon (off of

Theater season ends with one final murder mystery party

By EMILY LUND
Crescent Staff

Spring is almost here, and

with the arrival of this new

season comes the end of

another: the George Fox Univer
sity Theatre's 2013-14season.

The theatrical year ends with

a comic murder mystery "The
Game's Afoot; or Holmes for the
Holiday," written by Ken Ludwig-

"We needed a comedy to
balance out the heaviness of
'The House of Bernarda Alba'

3nd 'Parade,'" said director Rhett

Luedtke, referring to the first

(which is our standard). But we

two productions of the season.

have a great group of actors, de
signers, technicians and build

Ludwig's works, chose "The

ers, so we think we can pull it
off," Luedtke said.
"Artistically," said Luedtke,
"the most challenging aspect

Luedtke, an avid fan of

Game's Afoot" for its entertain

ment value ("the play is a ton of
fun"') and because of the lack of of this play is making sure our
murder mysteries Fox has pro comic timing is spot on."

duced in recent years: its about

^"^The snowstorm that swept
Newberg in early February has
nresented "The Games Afoot
with some unique difficulties.
"We will only have four

weeks of rehearsal instead of six

But excitement and an

ticipation for this hilarious play
are still in the air; Luedtke says

he looks forward to "laughing
every evening" during the pro
duction process.

Actors rehearse for the upcoming comedic murder-mystery production
Photos by KOSETTE ISAKSON ) The Crescent
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Communications conundrum: Can KFOX survive?
By LEVI BOWERS
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

it? Plus, the online streaming
means that anyone anywhere

pearances on some of the radio

with Internet access can listen
to various radio shows.
H o w e v e r, t h i s c o n v e n i e n c e

So. I started making ap

Safely tucked away within

shows.

the heart of the Student Union

Building (SUB) is the ASC Com
munications Department.
For those of you who are
scratching your heads, won
dering what the SUB is, that is.
the building that Klages Dining
Hall (more commonly called the

get the radio in with us?

For the most part, i sit in
the studio and make occasion

al comments. However, I had

the opportunity to be featured
on "Much Ado about Nothing
w i t h Ti m o n a n d P u m b a a , " a

radio show that occurs every

Thursday from 10-11 p.m. and

Bon) is in.

Anyways, hidden away in
the aforementioned hallway

is hosted by sophomore Mason

are the offices of The Crescent,

I would be lying if I said I
did not shamelessiy promote
the newspaper, more specifi
cally my own articles. However,

KFOX radio, and the yearbook.
Besides the fact that the radio •

staff and yearbook staff share
an office, the various parts have
remained separate and inde
pendent of each other.
H o w e v e r, t h e y e a r b o o k

Kriz and senior Micah Holmes.

tions Department has this same

problem, but at the least the
newspaper and the yearbook
have a product that can be
shoved In the face of the public.

Instead, people have to find
out about the radio by word of
mouth. Usually this is received
w i t h a n o n c o m m i t t a l " Ya , I ' l l

check that out." They rarely do.
Another problem the radio

that is what Kriz wanted to talk

faces is the lack of continu

about (Holmes was not present
that evening) and I was happy
to oblige.
I had a great time and I
knew that at least a few people
were listening because there
were callers and people com
menting on the Facebook page.

partment after that.
A team-up between year

KFOX radio has quite a few
hurdles to jump. First and fore

book and newspaper makes

ity. It always seems like a radio
show is around long enough to
build a small following and then
it disappears either because
someone graduates or the
hosts just do not want to do it
anymore. People can only be
let down so many times before
they completely forsake a radio
show. The fact that the public is
constantly in flux is not helpful

most of these issues is the fact
that it is difficult to reach out to

e i t h e r.
• The entire Communications

book has writers write their

the student body. Most college

sections and those writers get
recognition for their writing. We
then get to promote each other
by putting out our respective
publications. But, how could we

radios are broadcast over FM

Department has challenges to
face. They can either be faced
individually or together. If all
three parts can work together,
they will maintain relevance for

decided to do something that
has not been done: they asked
if some of our staff would write

some pieces for the yearbook,

i began to wonder about unity
within the Communications De

quite a bit of sense: the year

But, will it last?

radio, but KFOX * is streamed
online. This makes sense. How

many college students own
a radio, much less listen to

KfF # n

has a major opponent: crippling
apathy. The entire Communica

Morgan Clement during his show,"Just, Like.Whatever"
Photo by KOSETTE ISAKSON | The Crescent

years to come.

New dish signs cause change of heart Being known and unknown
B y R YA N L A C K E Y
C r e s c e n t S t a ff
By

K AT H E R i N E

V A N L A N D I N H A M
Crescent Staff

if you're anything like me,
you may have noticed a few
changes in the signs that fill
the white spaces surrounding
the Klages student dining area.
Posters, containing mes
sages once meant to be in
timidating by saying "DO NOT
remove dining utensils from
this area" have now been re

worded and reprinted in a
much friendlier manner, sug
gesting that students who
have "accidentally" stolen
kitchen supplies to "please"
consider returning them at
various drop-off stations, each
of which just so happen to be
outside of the actual dining
area.

While I appreciate the
change of tone, I can't help but
smile each and every time my

eyes come across one of these
requests. Has taking plates and
utensils from the Bon become
so much of an issue that it has

been met with desperate pleas

tuition

dollar

reclaimed

with

XVie taking of each and every*
spoon, cup or fork.
Trust me, 1 know this is the

having enough time to proper
ly finish my hot cocoa or milk

wrong attitude. My parents
have diagnosed it as a problem
with authority.
But now, after seeing such
a change of tone, I can't help
but feel a little remorse. Maybe
there is a reason our parents
have enforced the concept of
saying "please"and "thank you."
Kili people with kindness and
sometimes things will go your

shake in the cafeteria before

w a y.

for change?
I'm not even going to
pretend I haven't been part

of the issue, for every time I

open up my cupboard I see
an assortment of Bon glasses
staring back at me. Most of
them I left there after not

running to class.

In such cases, the intense

signs warning against the
taking of utensils carried little
weight when it came to the
craving of my stomach to
carry out my dessert. In fact,
they often times did nothing
but encourage me as some
thing inside of me saw a

So today, don't be sur
prised if you spot me walking

to the cafeteria, arms full of

dishes, ready to make peace
with my rivalry against the Bon
signs.
Though my cupboards
may soon be empty, my con
s c i e n c e w i l l b e c l e a r. L e t t h e r e
be dishes for all.

Rooftop work disrupts classes
B y E M I LY L U N D
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

It was a lovely Wednesday
afternoon, and we—the stu
dents of British Literature 1830

to Present—sat in Lemmons 12,

soaking in the amazing knowl
edge and stimulating questions
poured out to us by the great
Kathy Heininge. We listened,
we answered, we laughed. We

sorted through the various
themes of "Brideshead Revis

ited." And just as Kathy prepared
to give us some historical back
ground for the novel...
Clomp clomp clomp.

The sound of what seemed

to be thick, heavy footfalls came

down to us through the ceiling.
We all craned our heads back,
thoroughly confused.

Someone asked the ques

tion we were all thinking. "Is

someone walking around up
there?"

"Sounds like a bunch of

been my favorite building on

people," someone else added,
as the clomps continued at
varying speeds and volumes.

campus (mainly because I still
get lost in it and don't under
stand how the rooms are num

We c o n t i n u e d t o s t a r e a t t h e

bered); that day, I prayed that

ceiling, then exchanged incred
ulous glances and laughs before

the architecture was sound and

Kathy attempted to rein us back
in to our discussion.

Now I don't know about you,
but I've decided that nothing
destroys my academic focus

•and concentration faster than

a group of people plodding
around right above my head.

As the footsteps continued for
much of class, I was barely able
to keep my eyes from flicking

solid as well as confusing.
I understand that mainte

nance and grounds-keeping
must happen. We want our
campus to look nice and func
tion normally, and the campus
staff does an incredible job. But
could roof work—especially

George Fox makes it
s c r e e c fi f n g f y c t e a r : y o u , a

studer\t, ought to fte Known.
And this conceptual Be
Known motto extends beyond
the classroom, in which your
professor ought to know each
and every student by name,
birthday, and favorite flavor of
cake (but, in actuality, knows
only those students who are in
the major and are vocally active,
plus that one extra kid in the
front who is very, very vocally

active).

Be Known also means you
ought to Be Known to all your
smiling, happy, well-adjusted
peers, who, of course, are also
all Known. Here at George Fox,
you're indoctrinated into the
cult of Known. And, just in case
you manage to misplace the

imperative of Known among
frivolities like classes or the

dazzlement of a shy sun behind
a sterling cloud, the flags lining
the pathways have been as
signed to remind you.
Often, though, even these

efforts fall to properly encour
age one to Be Known; some

times, even the Known don't
really feel Known, and these

feelings ought to be rectified.
Some days, walking through
the quad under a gray sky that
Is the exact shade of loneliness,
accompanied only by vagrant

leaves and one dogged squir

rel, you feel intensely alone; Be
Known be darned, you're the
only conscious soul on Earth.

tine patVi down the sidewalks,
head

wilted

and

shoulders

sagged, the aimless walk of one
Not Known.

Inside, you pass a poster
trumpeting a new campus
event for people who are
Known, and you avert your eyes.
The line is mercifully short,
but the guy just before you
lingers at the card swipe,

engaged in the sort of chatty,
witty, smiley conversation only
Knowns know. As your card
passes through the reader, you
receive a "hello" drained like a

vampire's victim of all lifeblood.
You take a tray - the cracked
and oddly oversized one, of
course - and a fork which iooks

like a strange cubist representa
tion of a fork. Or a really ambi
tious spork. But you see a guy
from down the hall, and with

herculean effort you nod. He
nods back, and you warm with
a f fi r m a t i o n .

As you pass along the metal
bins of food, you notice that
you know the server, and you

say hello. She replies positively,
and your dispensation of pota

toes, you see, is larger than the
guy's immediately before you.
You turn to pour a glass of milk
and are greeted by another

friend. Someone taps you on

the back—an old friend—and
you hug. By the pasta, a class

mate offers a fist to bump. You

comply with a light heart and

self-perpetuating: that eerie

Elated, you walk out to find
a table and spot a cluster of

and quiet walk becomes a har

rowing, belittling class which,

when it is so obvious to those
below—wait a little bit? Or
could class schedules somehow

in turn, propagates a return to

be communicated, so that tasks

by your koala named after a

an empty dorm in which you

sit, alone, maybe on your bed

could be worked on at a time

famous literary figure, as you

book in front of me.

when no class is meeting?
This incident has only re
peated itself once more. But I
still sometimes find my gaze
wandering to the ceiling while
I sit in class, wondering if it will
happen again.

hear chatter from students
Being Known outside.

through. Lemmons has never

to Che Bon, windinq a serpen

Such days are Inevitably

to the ceiling rather than to the

I wasn't thinking about my
reading, I was thinking about
whoever was up there and
whether I was sitting in a rela
tively okay spot if the ceiling fell

sigh laden with the singular, ex
istential angst of someone Not
Known, and you trudge down

Undaunted, fueled by an in
satiable hunger for sociability
driven into you by a thousand
Pavlovian banners and signs,
plus actual hunger,.you sigh a

lively eyes.

friends in the back, all waving
enthusiastically.
Your progres
sion back to the table seems an
endless swarm of smiles and
hellos, the hands outstretched

lining your path like streetlights

or fans rushing a stage. And, at
last, among all these adoring

other Knowns invigorated by

chocolate milk and uncooked
potatoes, you're Known.

Be friendly in the Bon. Make

someone s day.
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Feeling jaded? Try changing your routine
belonging to a routine but
danger of landing in a mt

ByTORlF
.SHER-FRANCIS
Crescent Staff
1
A d jnegcenthu
tive
l .tired, bored, or/acki

my usual route.

take much efort to belong. The

middle of the "week. The truth

siasm, typically after having had downside of my commitment
too much of something.

Tk I 9®t stuck.

Jb®, dsys
can st
artthose
to look
I am in a love-hate relation _i
painfully
the same,
like
in
ship with routine. At the beqin- ^J/^y^dhog Day." Just with any
ning of the semester, I received relationship, we need a certain

my class schedule, infatuated amount of space. There should
With opportunity and dreams of be a good balance of routine
all the possibilities.

and spontaneity.

Now in the middle of the se
mester, routine and I are both a

ferent for all of us. Last year

There are positive and

up with my routine that 1 put

little burnt out.

negative aspects to our com

mitment. There is safety in

"There is safety

in belonging to a
routine, but danger

of landing in a rut."

Spontaneity may look dif

ram boots on just so I could

As students, we're choosing

schedules and homework, we

to invest our time in education,

can still live out our time with

but we could be anywhere. We
are allowed to diverge to the
path less traveled for a break.
There is so much life going

richness and meaning.
Maybe I won't feel so Jaded
as I walk the same path I do
every day to classes if I focus
on the love I've been given and
the love I have the power to
give. May love be our constant

on around us outside the con
fines of our walls.
What if we entered someone

else's story for a few minutes?

routine.

What If we focused on blessing
random people that we meet?
Tell the employee at the
grocery store they have a great
smile! Ask that barista If there's

around this time, I was so fed

walk through the muddy grass
of the Quad instead of taking

choose to yield to, such as class

The choice is ours.

Maybe spontaneity for you is
comfort in having an
established role—it does not taking a trip to the coast in the

is, we have so much power over
our choices in life.
Entertain the notion that we

truly decide how our day goes.

anything they want prayer for.
if you're short on money and
want some change to your
routine, try giving love.
Throughout the things we

Sing a song and wear the green! Comcast buys Time Warner:
Celebrating St. Patrick's Day on contract Wh3.t dOCS tllSlt 11163.11?
By LEVI BOWERS
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Saint Patrick's Day will
soon be upon us and many
people are curious about

but it has become a cultur

al one as well. The green is
associated with Irish inde

pendence from Britain.

Do not . be boring.
Anyone can find a green

one thing: how should we
celebrate this holiday? The

T-shirt, instead, do some

average college student

thing different. Buy a green

might suggest going to the
local pub, drinking rounds
upon rounds of green beer,
singing songs about the

Emerald Isle, and starting

fights.
This might sound fun
to some, but we at GFU

are supposed to adhere to
a lifestyle contract, so no
drinking, and we are sup
posed to be good followers
of Jesus, so no fighting. So
what can we do?

First things first:
essential that you
green. Do not just
green out of fear of

it is
wear
wear
being

hat, dye your hair, or even
pin a piece of celery to your

jacket. Make it special.

Once you are all
"greened" up, it is time to
sing some Irish and Celtic
folk music. I fancy The Dubliners, but there are plenty
o f o t h e r s o u t t h e r e . Yo u c a n
either make a Pandora radio

station and blast that all day
or, if you and your friends
are musically Inclined, get
some people with instru
ments

and

learn

a

few

songs together.
Green clothing? Check.
Singing until you are

who have Irish accents,
but you can also get the
violence out of your system.
And that movie is quite
violent.
But what Is there to

drink? In all reality, all you
need is some liquid that is
clear and some green food
coloring. There are numer
ous recipes online for Irish
punches, milkshakes, and
all other sorts of non-alco

holic beverages.
This is just the tip of the
iceberg. Some people may

choose to go step-dar\c\r\g
() w))> not; my dancing )s
atrocious). Others may try

t o fi n d o r e v e n m a k e t r a d i
tional Irish food. For some

(such as myself) that may
mean just eating a moun
tain of potatoes.
All of these are brilliant

pinched. Technically, we

hoarse? Check. Now it is

ideas. The Lifestyle Con
tract may prevent us from

time for the fighting. Do

certain activities, but that

not be bound by such silly

not get into a real fight.

does not mean Saint Pat

are adults and we should

rules. Besides, if people are

Besides the fact that fight

going to pinch you for not
wearing green, they will
probably pinch you anyway.

ing is wrong. It is a painful
experience. Instead, get
your friends together to

Do not trust that person.
Instead, wear green to
celebrate the Irish culture.
At its core. Saint Patrick's

Day is a religious holiday.

watch a movie.

Now, when I say "watch

a movie" I really mean "The
Boondock Saints." Not only

rick's Day should pass unob
served. The important part,
like all holidays, is that you
celebrate with people you

can enjoy it with. So grab
your pints (of non-alcoholic
beverages), lads and lassies,
and sing a chanty together!

do you get to watch people

By SAM ENGELMAN
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Comcast recently announced
that they intend to acquire Time
Warner Cable for $45 billion. These

two companies are the largest cable
companies in the United States.

Google has recently published plans

to expand right into Comcast's turf.
First off, you should know that if
you are a Comcast or Time Warner
client, your billing and services
will not change. However Comcast
a n d Ti m e Wa r n e r h a v e s o m e o f t h e

This has raised concerns over

creating a monopoly, or at the very
least giving Comcast a major com
petitive advantage. The deal may

lowest client satisfaction ratings In
America: people usually use them
because their choices are limited

and they have no better option.
However, with Google Fiber
of 1890 that stopped the monopo
gaining strength, and other ultralizing of the railroads. This means fast internet providers V\V.e FTSit
the deal will be brought before the starting up, there Is a good oharvce
Senate committee for approval"; that soon you will be able to gwe
this wiW start on Niarch 16, though C o m c a s t a n d T \ m e E a r n e r t h e c o l d
break the Sherman Antitrust Act

the review cou)d take quite a wh'Oe.

shoulder and get better service and

What does this merger mean for the

uitra-high speed internet!
future of cable, and what does it
So white Comcast's plan to
mean for you?
acquire Time Warner is a big move
First off, we have to understand
and a seemingly scary one, do not
fear. The plan will be discussed by
what an acquisition is. If Comcast ac
quires Time Warner both companies multiple Senate committees and will
will keep their own names and each b e d e b a t e d i n t h e m e d i a f o r s o m e
will operate as separate companies, t i m e .
Also your daily life will not be
but the ownership of Time Warner
will belong to Comcast.
affected and the prices of cable
This means that the board of
should stay where they are, or even
Time Warner will be controlled by go lower. Though soon you will
Comcast, so the CEO, CFG, and COO have a new option, the age of ultrawill be chosen by Comcast. This fast Internet Is coming, and coming
move by Comcast may be based s o o n . W a t c h t h e n e w s a n d w a i t f o r
more on fear than on growth. Google Fiber or AT&T to offer giga
Google has been slowly expanding byte Internet in your city. Imagine
its new service, Google Fiber, which downloading a fuN HD movie in less
is gigabyte internet and TV (1000x t h a n 1 0 s e c o n d s !
faster than your current service).

It's snowing, I need a new swimsuit!
By ANNA BRANSON
Crescent Staff

Okay, so I understand that

the fashion industry needs to

stay ahead of the curve. I under

stand that if you're on time with

trends, you're already behind.

In order to really be on

trend, you need to be at least six
months early. But one thing that
I never seem to understand,
and it continues to shock me

each year, is the fact that swimsuits seems to grace store racks
earlier and earlier each year.

I'm beginning to believe

they should just be a staple in

most department stores.
While I'm still in hibernation
mode from a long cold, wet,

Oregon winter, I am hit in the

about as much sense as looking

continually surprised at rising

but feel this need to try them

prices of swimsuits each year
and at the fact that they price
tops and bottoms separately.
Well played.
Whatever happened to a

to buy snow pants in July. But,

being a woman, you can't help
o n . We t e l l o u r s e l v e s t h a t " w e ' r e

you could, but if you're like

just looking" when we all know
the likelihood of walking out
with a new suit is rather high.
Swimsuits should just wait a
little longer.
Let us enjoy oversized
sweaters and our crazy ability to
layer a million things at once to

t o m a t c h . I t ' s s o h a r d t o fi n d

summer as much as the next

good one piece suits, it should

person, trust me, but I also don't

be a crime. But that's another

like to feel rushed. I need to

topic entirely. I just want to
know why matching tops and

proper time to say goodbye to
winter and its gloom and hello
to spring and it's...well, here in
Oregon, it's rain. *

two-for-one deal?

You can't just buy a top
or bottom. I mean, I suppose
me, I generally like my suits

bottoms can't come with one

think of that would adorn a

then have to stand In line at the

lovely price, instead of two that

about everything else you could

causes anxiety within my soul. I

swimsuit.

cash register having battles with
myself trying to justify my pur

and seeing the sun for the first

chase.

time in months.

Yeah, it totally works.
Swimsuits in January make

need to start thinking about
which new swimsuit I'm going
to buy. Not to mention I am

face with bright pinks, greens,
blues, stripes, sparkles, and just

It's kind of like coming out

Ape'ithoraofbrg
i htcoo
l redbkin
i si ™I,"®ABRAMSONIThsCrescent

I hardly have time to cel
e b r a t e t h e N e w Ye a r b e f o r e I

New Year, new suit, right?

stay warm a little longer. I love

But what's better to do on

a rainy day than some online
shopping?
Maybe I'll look at swimsuits.
I mean, wait, what?
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